
Bridge Building
an engineering challenge

Be an engineer today!  Create a bridge design, test it, 
change it, test it again.  Try a different material.  Explore!  

STEAM 
at 

home!

Supplies Needed

● Paper, aluminum foil, waxed 
paper, newspaper, plastic 
sheet or bag, other 
household items

● Scissors
● Tape
● Two thick books (or a stack 

of books) or small boxes, 
about the same size

● A few toy cars, several coins, 
or small weights

Why are we doing this 
activity?

Have you ever crossed a bridge and 
wondered how it holds up so much 
weight?  Especially a very long bridge, or 
one that is an interesting shape?  In this 
activity, you will create a bridge of your 
own.  When engineers design bridges, 
they have to think about the properties of 
the material they are working with.  They 
also have to think about where the bridge 
is being used, and what type of traffic 
crosses it.  Try making bridges out of 
several different household materials.  
Once you test your bridge with toy cars or 
weights, tweak your design and test it 
again to see what happens.

And did you know that Ohio is home to 
many famous bridges?  The well-known Y 
Bridge in Zanesville, for example, had to 
be rebuilt five times before it was 
considered safe!  Ohio also has many 
wooden covered bridges, which date 
from the mid-1800s.  The roofs were 
necessary to prevent the wooden bridge 
from rotting in the sun, rain, and snow. 

The Mink Hollow covered bridge in Fairfield 
County, Ohio



What to do

1. Once you’ve gathered all the materials you would like to try to build a bridge 
out of, start testing their strength.  How easy is your foil, for example, to 
squish?  Does it bend or break easily?  How could you change its shape to 
make it stronger?  Think about what properties you want your bridge to have.  
How much do you want it to bend under a load?  

2. Set out your books or two sturdy boxes on a flat surface, leaving a space 
about the length of your forearm between them.  These will be the supports 
for your bridge.    

3. Start by creating a simple bridge out of each of your materials:  Fold in half 
longways (hot dog fold) twice, and then fold up the edges.  Tape the ends in 
place if you need to.  Place each bridge across the supports, and start 
testing, by putting one car or coin on the bridge.  Then another.  Keep going.  
How long until your bridge sags, collapses, or breaks?  Which material 
seems to work best?

4. Now try using that material to create a new bridge.  How else can you style 
the bridge?  There are many different bridge designs in the world.  What 
about building your own bridge supports, how can you do that?  Try out your 
own design.  Does it work as well as you want it to, or do you need to make 
some changes?  Keep working on your design until you have a bridge that all 
the cars can cross, or that several weights can sit on easily.  Explore what 
works best!

STEAM 
at 

home!

Want to go further?
● Bridges are often quite beautiful.  Many photographs, paintings, poems, 

songs, movies, and more have been made about bridges.  Read more at 
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridges_in_art and think about what kind 
of art you can create about a bridge.  How are they used as metaphors in 
art?  What might a bridge in your artwork or writing act as a metaphor for 
something in your life?

● What about building a bridge out of a totally different material, like dry 
spaghetti?  Or toothpicks?  How could you design a bridge from these 
materials? 
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